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return to Boston. But how does a prisoner of pirates
Glasby's Fortune James H. Drescher 2017-05-15

find his way home? Glasby's Fortune is inspired by

Steer this ship ... or die! Harry Glasby of Boston, a

real events surrounding two historical figures,

man with impeachable honor and big dreams, has

Harry Glasby and Bartholomew Roberts. Roberts is

earned a reputation as one of the best navigators off

credited with more than 400 sea victories, making

the northeast coast of the North American colonies.

him the most successful and audacious pirate of The

Only 21, he is already the sailing master of the

Golden Age of Piracy.

merchant sloop Samuel. But on July 13, 1720,

The Reliance M. L. Tyndall 2014-07-10 Tormented

Glasby's world is capsized. The crew of Captain

by his wife's apparent demise, Edmund Merrick

Bartholomew Roberts swarms over the gunwales of

sails away to drown his sorrows-only to find himself

the sloop and takes another prize. At the point of a

trapped in the dark world of a demented

cutlass, Glasby and most of his shipmates are taken

Frenchman. Seemingly abandoned by her husband,

prisoner. When Roberts, who has recently lost his

Charlisse is thrown into the clutches of the

navigator, learns that Glasby is a master of the art

vengeful pirate Kent. Can Edmund and Charlisse

and craft, Harry's fate is sealed. The most ruthless

steer their way to the faith-filled haven they so

pirate captain of the day makes it clear: "You will

desperately seek, or will they ultimately lose their

steer my ship or you will die!" As His Majesty's

love and lives to the sea?

Royal Navy declares war on piracy, Glasby, no

Fracture C. J. Daugherty 2013 Cimmeria has been

longer on the side of the angels, is thrust into a life

more than a school for Allie, it's been a safe haven.

of bloody sea battles, plunder, and the precarious

But no longer. A nefarious group - one that is tied

and dangerous fellowship of the pirate brotherhood.

up with Allie's family in ways she could barely

From the islands of the Caribbean to the disease

imagine - is trying to destroy everything Cimmeria

infested coast of Africa, Glasby guides Roberts, the

stands for. Even worse, it's clear that somebody

scourge of the Royal Navy, to countless victories

they eat with, sleep with, train with is betraying

and incalculable wealth. Glasby is haunted by guilt

them. There's a spy in Night School. As the

and wracked with worry for Constance Sacker, his

paranoia grows and the fights begin, it's not an

fiancee and the woman carrying his child.

attack from outside they need to worry about . . .

Intelligent and resourceful, Glasby must escape and

Tears of the Sea MaryLu Tyndall 2014-10-30
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Doomed by the evil warlock Forwin to wander the

economy, and ethics. Life Under the Jolly Roger

ancient seas as a mermaid for all eternity, Perdita

also provides an extensive catalog of scholarly

longs for the release death would bring. Every ten

references for the academic reader. Yet this

years she has a chance to break the curse when she

delightful and engaging study is written in

emerges from the sea fully human for one month.

language that is wholly accessible for a wide

The catch? She must find a man willing to die for

audience. This expanded second edition includes

her. After 300 years, her failures have left her

two new prefaces and an appendix with interviews

heartbroken and alone.Savion Ryne wants nothing

about contemporary piracy, the ongoing fascination

to do with beautiful women. It was one such

with pirate imagery, and the thorny issue of

woman whose betrayal sent him far away to battle

colonial implications in the romanticization of

Natas' rebellion. He longs to return to his father's

pirates.

kingdom in Nevaeh but must first complete an

Redeeming Love Francine Rivers 2020-10-13

unknown mission. After Savion falls off his ship

NATIONAL BESTSELLER • SOON TO BE A

during a storm, he wakes on the shores of an island

MAJOR MOTION PICTURE • A favorite Christian

with visions of a dark haired mermaid tending his

romance classic—a tragically wounded soul, the man

wounds. When a woman similar in appearance begs

called to marry her, and the only love that heals

for his protection, he is suspicious.Perdita has never

all—now available in a beautiful keepsake, linen-

met anyone as honorable as Savion. Even though he

bound edition! “A literary masterpiece, reminding

shuns her every advance, she falls for him. But as

us that God’s love is unconditional.”—Debbie

the end of her time on land approaches, she faces

Macomber California’s gold country, 1850. A time

the hardest decision of all, save Savion and remain

when men sold their souls for a bag of gold and

cursed for all eternity or break the curse and watch

women sold their bodies for a place to sleep. Angel

the man she loves die.

expects nothing from men but betrayal. Sold into

Life Under the Jolly Roger Gabriel Kuhn

prostitution as a child, she survives by keeping her

2020-09-01 Over the last couple of decades, an

hatred alive. And what she hates most are the men

ideological battle has raged over the political legacy

who use her, leaving her empty and dead inside.

and cultural symbolism of the “golden age” pirates

Then she meets Michael Hosea, a man who seeks

who roamed the seas between the Caribbean Islands

his Father’s heart in everything. Michael obeys

and the Indian Ocean from roughly 1690 to 1725.

God’s call to marry Angel and to love her

They are depicted as romanticized villains on the

unconditionally. Slowly, day by day, he defies

one hand and as genuine social rebels on the other.

Angel’s every bitter expectation, until despite her

Life Under the Jolly Roger examines the political

resistance, her frozen heart begins to thaw. But

and cultural significance of these nomadic outlaws

with her unexpected softening comes

by relating historical accounts to a wide range of

overwhelming feelings of unworthiness and fear.

theoretical concepts—reaching from Marshall

And so Angel runs. Back to the darkness, away

Sahlins and Pierre Clastres to Mao Zedong and Eric

from her husband’s pursuing love, terrified of the

J. Hobsbawm via Friedrich Nietzsche and Michel

truth she no longer can deny: her final healing

Foucault. With daring theoretical speculation and

must come from the One who loves her even more

passionate, respectful inquiry, Gabriel Kuhn

than Michael does . . . the One who will never let

skillfully contextualizes and analyzes the meanings

her go. A powerful retelling of the story of Gomer

of race, gender, sexuality, and disability in golden

and Hosea, Redeeming Love is a life-changing story

age pirate communities, while also surveying the

of God’s unconditional, redemptive, all-consuming

breathtaking array of pirates’ forms of organization,

love.
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The Innkeeper's Daughter Michelle Griep

a history professor who is absolutely swoon worthy.

2018-03-01 A London officer goes undercover to

Do yourself a favor and escape to the wild seas and

expose a plot against the Crown Dover, England,

haunting city of Charleston. Truly a read you won't

1808: Officer Alexander Moore goes undercover as a

want to miss! -Michelle Griep, Amazon bestselling

gambling gentleman to expose a high-stakes plot

author of The House at the End of the Moor The

against the king—and he’s a master of disguise, for

only thing Lexie's mother left her after her death

Johanna Langley believes him to be quite the

was a folder full of ancient letters and an old coin.

rogue. . .until she can no longer fight against his

Determined to remove the curse of poverty and

unrelenting charm. All Johanna wants is to keep

crime from her family's past, Lexie sets off to

the family inn afloat, but when the rent and the

Charleston, S.C. to find the mythical treasure of

hearth payment are due at the same time, where

Stede Bonnet. Professor Barret Johnson represents

will she find the extra funds? If she doesn’t come

everything Lexie hates. Born to wealth and

up with the money, there will be nowhere to go

privilege, Barret's family are pillars of the

other than the workhouse—where she’ll be

community, successful, educated, Christians who

separated from her ailing mother and ten-year-old

never suffered a day in their lives. Yet she has no

brother. Alex desperately wants to help Johanna,

choice but to allow him to help her decipher the

especially when she confides in him, but his

letters. As the couple read each letter, we are

mission—finding and bringing to justice a traitor to

transported into the past where we follow the

the crown—must come first, or they could all end

adventures of Stede Bonnet from his start in

up dead.

Barbados, through each success and failure, and his

The Truth Chronicles: The Time Machine Tim

eventual connection with Blackbeard himself. Lexie

Chaffey 2010-04-01 What would you do if you

discovers a kindred spirit in her ancestor, Bonnet,

could travel through time? When four

and lessons learned from the past soon drift into the

unsuspecting teens from the world's top science

present. But someone is after the letters, and soon

academy attempt a trip to ancient Egypt, they dive

Barret and Lexie find themselves in grave danger.

into an adventure beyond their wildest

They must figure out the puzzle Bonnet left them

imaginations. Jax and Isaiah expect pyramids and

and retrieve the treasure before whoever is after

pharaohs, but come face-to-face with some of the

them gets desperate enough to end their lives.

deadliest creatures to ever walk the earth. Can JT

Dark Sea's End Richard Nell 2021-10-08 Set in the

and Micky get there before it's too late? And what

same epic world as the award winning Kings of

will happen when they are confronted with the

Paradise...this new series from author Richard Nell

true history of the world?

can be read on its own, or as a continuation of the

A Book of Golden Deeds Charlotte Mary Yonge

Ash and Sand trilogy. Feared pirate and scoundrel

1866

'Lucky' Chang has a dirty secret: he loves his crew,

Timeless Treasure Marylu Tyndall 2020-12-14 A

and would die to protect them. As he's dragged

love story that spans the ages... A woman with a

from prison to face the dark sea and a dangerous

past searching for pirate treasure A pious professor

new world, he just might have to. Zaya, warrior

seeking worldly recognition And an historic pirate

and skald from the land of ash, knows she has a

who brings them together. MaryLu Tyndall is a

destiny. Having left her homeland with only a

master at romance and pirate adventures...and

knife and a dream of adventure, she finds herself

Timeless Treasure is all that and more! In split-time

captured by pirates. To discover her fate, and

fashion, you'll get to fall in love with two heroes,

become a hero from the book of legends, she must

one a roguish and often misguided pirate, the other

first survive the sea. With a monstrous pilot as
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guide, and an ex-assassin as captain, Chang, Zaya,

Embark on a seafaring adventure in a brand-new

and the crew of the mighty Prince sail into

series from bestselling author MaryLu Tyndall.

uncharted waters. There they may find new lands

After witnessing the death and destruction caused

and wealth, as well as glory beyond their dreams,

by the Civil War, Colonel Blake Wallace is eager to

or nothing but their doom.

leave his once precious Southern homeland for the

Piracy and Law in the Ottoman Mediterranean

pristine shores of Brazil and the prospect of a new

Joshua M. White 2017-11-28 The 1570s marked the

utopian community. Widow Eliza Crawford seeks

beginning of an age of pervasive piracy in the

passage on Wallace’s ship harboring a dirty

Mediterranean that persisted into the eighteenth

secret—and a blossoming hope for a fresh start. But

century. Nowhere was more inviting to pirates

will dangers from the sea and from man keep them

than the Ottoman-dominated eastern

from the peace and love they long for? Escape to

Mediterranean. In this bustling maritime ecosystem,

Paradise Series: Book 1 - Forsaken Dreams Book 2 -

weak imperial defenses and permissive politics

Elusive Hope Book 3 - Abandoned Memories - July

made piracy possible, while robust trade made it

2014

profitable. By 1700, the limits of the Ottoman

Legendary Pirates Charles River Editors 2017-02-13

Mediterranean were defined not by Ottoman

*Includes historic illustrations of Every and

territorial sovereignty or naval supremacy, but by

important people, places, and events in his life.

the reach of imperial law, which had been indelibly

*Includes a profile of Every from the famous

shaped by the challenge of piracy. Piracy and Law

English pirate history "A General History of the

in the Ottoman Mediterranean is the first book to

Pyrates". *Discusses common legends about Every

examine Mediterranean piracy from the Ottoman

and his career. *Includes a Bibliography for further

perspective, focusing on the administrators and

reading. "NONE of these bold Adventurers were

diplomats, jurists and victims who had to contend

ever so much talked of, for a while, as Avery; he

most with maritime violence. Pirates churned up a

made as great a Noise in the World as Meriveis does

sea of paper in their wake: letters, petitions, court

now, and was looked upon to be a Person of as great

documents, legal opinions, ambassadorial reports,

Consequence." - Captain Charles Johnson, A General

travel accounts, captivity narratives, and vast

History of the Robberies and Murders of the most

numbers of decrees attest to their impact on lives

notorious Pyrates The people who have lived

and livelihoods. Joshua M. White plumbs the depths

outside the boundaries of normal societies and

of these uncharted, frequently uncatalogued waters,

refused to play by the rules have long fascinated the

revealing how piracy shaped both the Ottoman

world, and nowhere is this more evident than the

legal space and the contours of the Mediterranean

continuing interest in the pirates of centuries past.

world.

As the subjects of books, movies, and even theme

She Walks in Power M. L. Tyndall 2016-08-30

park rides, people continue to let their imaginations

Alexia D'Clere, orphaned at 8 and charged with

go when it comes to pirates, with buried treasure,

protecting the spear that stabbed Christ, grew up in

parrots, and walking the plank all ingrained in pop

the forest after a murder plot forced her to flee her

culture's perception of them. Charles River Editors'

family's castle. Now at 18, she and a member of the

Legendary Pirates series covers the lives, piracy,

King's elite guard are put in the middle of a

legends, myths, and legacies of history's most

spiritual battle testing their beliefs and placing them

famous pirates. The Golden Age of Piracy generally

in danger, as Alexia tries to rescue her younger

refers to the era when history's most famous pirates

sister.

roamed the seas of the West Indies from 1670-1720,

Forsaken Dreams MaryLu Tyndall 2013-03-01

engaging in colorfully daring and oftentimes
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murderous attacks on any ship they felt

But at nineteen, with the identity of his betrothed

emboldened enough to take on. And it is no

only recently revealed, Cazien resents the contract-

coincidence that while the end of the Golden Age

and the urgency within him to see it satisfied. a

was marked by the death of Blackbeard, the

Knight, determined to prove her callingErielle de

beginning of it was marked by the rise of Henry

Gladiel returned from the quest for the Remedy,

Every. Though Every is no longer as well-

changed. Not only are her formerly-blue eyes now

remembered as the likes of Blackbeard or Black

a brilliant shade of green, but she must don gloves

Bart, in his day he was the "King of Pirates", and he

to hide inky evidence that her prophetically-

is recognized as blazing the trail and setting the gold

bestowed title, the Oracle's Daughter, demands

standard for the pirates that followed him. In

more from her than the task already completed.

addition to popularizing the famous skull and

Erielle's dearest-held dream is realized when she is

crossbones logo that would become the most famous

knighted by her King, but unbeknownst to her,

pirate flag, Every conducted what is considered the

that very honor jeopardizes the prophesied purpose

most profitable pirate raid in history, leading to

to which she and Cazien have been called. a Legacy,

what is considered the first worldwide manhunt in

demanding surrender Just as Cazien summons the

history when the English put a large bounty on his

courage to collect his bride, dark rumors and darker

head. As amazing as Every's pirate career was, the

deeds crawl up the coasts, calling its guardians, the

most incredible part about it was that he survived it.

Seahorse Pirates, into action-and Cazien away from

In fact, Every's one of the few famous pirates to

Erielle. But even though the Oracle's Daughter

ever actually retire, or at least so it's believed. A

knows nothing of the contract to which she has

year after conducting the raid that netted him over

been consigned, Cazien's enemies have somehow

half a million pounds, Every dropped off the

learned of his interest in Erielle. And if they reach

historical record, and while speculation swirls as to

her before his ancestor's weighty oath is executed,

what actually became of him, what is known is that

the Seahorse Legacy will be forfeited . . . and

he never met his fate at the hands of English

darkness will be given reign. The third book in this

authorities or any of the other sworn enemies he

series-within-a series, The Seahorse Legacy begins

had made during his piracy. Legendary Pirates:

an epic tale of piracy, adventure, and romance.

The Life and Legacy of Henry Every looks at the

Giving subtle nods to several fairy tales, including

life and legends of the famous pirate, attempting to

an unexpected twist to the story of The Twelve

separate fact from fiction while analyzing his lasting

Dancing Princesses, this romantic adventure will

legacy. Along with pictures depicting Every and

conclude in Eyes of E'veria, Book 4: The Sunken

important people, places, and events in his life, you

Realm , coming in 2015.

will learn about the famous pirate like you never

Enemy of All Mankind Steven Johnson 2020-05-12

have before, in no time at all.

“Thoroughly engrossing . . . a spirited, suspenseful,

Uncle Tom's Cabin Harriet Beecher Stowe 1853

economically told tale whose significance is manifest

The Seahorse Legacy Serena Chase 2014-05-21 a

and whose pace never flags.” —The Wall Street

Pirate, bound by a centuries-old oath As Keeper of

Journal From The New York Times–bestselling

the Seahorse Legacy, Cazien de Pollis is a King

author of The Ghost Map and Extra Life, the story

among pirates, divinely appointed to dispense

of a pirate who changed the world Henry Every

justice on the seas. Bound by the sacred oath of a

was the seventeenth century’s most notorious

long-dead ancestor, he must fulfill a contract to wed

pirate. The press published wildly popular—and

the green-eyed Oracle's Daughter named therein-or

wildly inaccurate—reports of his nefarious

risk losing everything he and his people hold dear.

adventures. The British government offered
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enormous bounties for his capture, alive or

When an unexpected event allows him to get close

(preferably) dead. But Steven Johnson argues that

to Juliana, a woman he has loved from afar for

Every’s most lasting legacy was his inadvertent

years, he takes it. But leading a double life causes

triggering of a major shift in the global economy.

more problems than it's worth. A restless crew and

Enemy of All Mankind focuses on one key

a long-time enemy out to capture and hang Alex,

event—the attack on an Indian treasure ship by

put Juliana in grave danger. As tremors rock the

Every and his crew—and its surprising

city of Port Royal, Juliana's faith in God is equally

repercussions across time and space. It’s the gripping

shaken. Not only have things gotten worse, but she

tale of one of the most lucrative crimes in history,

is confused by her feelings for both Munthrope and

the first international manhunt, and the trial of the

the Pirate Earl. Deception, intrigue, mutiny, death,

seventeenth century. Johnson uses the

betrayal, all attempt to tear the lovers apart. But the

extraordinary story of Henry Every and his crimes

final blow comes when a massive earthquake

to explore the emergence of the East India

strikes the city and threatens to sink it into the sea.

Company, the British Empire, and the modern

The Ransom is a journey not soon forgotten. . .

global marketplace: a densely interconnected planet

Cindy Vallar, editor Pirates and Privateers

ruled by nations and corporations. How did this

The Alaskan Rescue Dominique Burton 2013-02-01

unlikely pirate and his notorious crime end up

Sashi Hansen came to Prince of Wales Island,

playing a key role in the birth of multinational

Alaska, to work herself closer to her dream: her

capitalism? In the same mode as Johnson’s classic

own ballet studio. Instead, a wild bear has landed

nonfiction historical thriller The Ghost Map, Enemy

her in a nightmare. Her leg is broken, and she may

of All Mankind deftly traces the path from a single

never dance again. Her heart is broken with the loss

struck match to a global conflagration.

of her best friend. And her mind…well, she's

The Blue Enchantress MaryLu Tyndall 2013-08-01

confused. Her savior, Dr. Cole Stevens, is sending

When he spots Hope, an admiral's daughter, being

mixed signals. She's never received such loving

auctioned in St. Kitts, shipbuilder Nathaniel buys

care—but it seems the healer needs healing, too,

her in order to return her to Charles Towne, but

from his own private pain and loss. Sashi's ready

misadventures at sea and a growing attraction to

and willing, but can't get close. With everything

each other stir up complications.

that Alaska throws at him, why can't this

The Ransom Marylu Tyndall 2014-03-04 Tyndall is

courageous doctor handle his own heart?

the Queen of the Historical Romance genre. Suzie

The Falcon and the Sparrow MaryLu Tyndall

Housley, Romance Junkies Can a woman run a

2009-08-15 The intrigue and passion of The Falcon

business and provide for a family in Jamaica in1692?

and the Sparrow will leave you breathless. Follow

Juliana Dutton intends to find out. With an ailing

the trail of Dominique Dawson, a reluctant spy who

father and a wastrel for a brother, she has no choice.

is forced to betray England or never see her brother

But she must keep her activities a secret or face

again. As she takes a position as the governess of a

destitution. When a nosey suitor threatens

Rear Admiral's son, her real mission is to gather

everything, she spurns him and instead becomes

intelligence information for Napoleon. Chase

engaged to the town idiot, Lord Munthrope. But is

Randal, irresistibly drawn to his son's new

he an idiot? The more her problems push her closer

governess, reluctantly allows the attraction to grow.

to the man, the more she realizes he is not who he

Is there a future for the spy and the rear admiral?

seems. Alexander Hyde, the Pirate Earl, is the most

Or will Dominique's deception crush any prospect

feared pirate in the Caribbean-feared, successful,

of a lasting happiness?

wealthy, handsome, and bored, so terribly bored.

The Captured Bride Michelle Griep 2018-06-01
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Mercy Lytton, a scout with keen eyesight raised

of the King, both the Corrupt Prince and his sister

among the Mohawks, and Elias Dubois, a

Serena are vying for the throne, while the Rebel

condemned traitor working both sides of the

Emperor is spreading lies amongst the people, and

conflict, must join together to get a shipment of gold

all of them want Michael dead"--

safely into British hands. A brand new series for

The Redemption M. L. Tyndall 2006 Lady Charlisse

fans of all things related to history, romance,

Bristol sets off on a voyage in search of a father she

adventure, faith, and family trees. A War-Torn

never knew, only to find herself shipwrecked on a

Countryside Is No Place for a Lady Mercy Lytton is

deserted island. Near starvation, she is rescued by a

a lady like none other. Raised amongst the

band of pirates and their fiercely handsome -- god-

Mohawks, she straddles two cultures, yet each are

fearing -- leader, Edmund Merrick. Will Clarisse

united in one cause. . .to defeat the French. Born

win her struggle against the seductive lure of this

with a rare gift of unusually keen eyesight, she is

pirate captain? While battling his attraction to this

chosen as a scout to accompany a team of men on a

winsome lady, Edmund offers to help Charlisse on

dangerous mission. Yet it is not her life that is

her quest -- until he discovers her father is none

threatened. It is her heart. Condemned as a traitor,

other than Edward the Terror, the crudest pirate on

Elias Dubois faces the gallows. At the last minute,

the Caribbean. Can Edmund win this lady's love

he is offered his freedom if he consents to

while shielding her from his lecherous crew and

accompany a stolen shipment of French gold to a

working to bring her father to justice?

nearby fort—but he is the one they stole it from in

Jim Morgan and the King of Thieves James

the first place. It turns out that the real thief is the

Matlack Raney 2012-09 A gypsy curse A shadow

beguiling woman, Mercy Lytton, for she steals his

pirate An ancient treasure An adventure beyond

every waking thought. Can love survive divided

mystery and magic! Eleven year-old Jim Morgan

loyalties in a backcountry wilderness? Join the

once had a home, a life of comfort, and a future full

adventure as the Daughters of the Mayflower series

of promise. But all that changed the night his father

continues with The Captured Bride by Michelle

was murdered. Now Jim is on the run from his

Griep. More in the Daughters of the Mayflower

father s enemies, a wicked count and his vengeful

series: The Mayflower Bride by Kimberley

son, and at the same time, trying to decipher the

Woodhouse – set 1620 Atlantic Ocean (February

secret to the last mystery his father left him the

2018) The Pirate Bride by Kathleen Y’Barbo – set

hidden location of an ancient treasure. But standing

1725 New Orleans (April 2018) The Captured Bride

in Jim s way is an army of pickpockets, led by a

by Michelle Griep – set 1760 during the French

master criminal, known only as the King of

and Indian War (June 2018) The Patriot Bride by

Thieves, and around every corner, Jim finds

Kimberley Woodhouse – set 1774 Philadelphia

dangerous foes, new allies, and more magic than he

(coming August 2018) The Cumberland Bride by

ever knew existed. If Jim can survive, he may

Shannon McNear – set 1794 on the Wilderness

discover a hero hidden within himself, and a

Road (coming October 2018) The Liberty Bride by

destiny beyond his wildest dreams

MaryLu Tyndall – set 1814 Baltimore (coming

The Enemy Has a Face Gloria D. Miklowitz 2003

December 2018)

Netta and her family have relocated temporarily

The Two-Faced Queen Nick Martell 2021-03-23

from Israel to Los Angeles, and when her

"Under the protection of the Orbis Mercenary

seventeen-year-old brother mysteriously

company, Michael and his family and friends are

disappears, she becomes convinced that he has been

deeply involved in the seemingly rival conspiracies

abducted by Palestinian terrorists.

that are tearing The Hollows apart. With the death

Stolen Legacy George G. M. James 2013-04-08 For
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centuries the world has been misled about the

Veil of Pearls

original source of the Arts and Sciences; for

Pirates of the Caribbean: The Price of Freedom A.C.

centuries Socrates, Plato and Aristotle have been

Crispin 2011-05-17 Twenty-five-year-old Jack

falsely idolized as models of intellectual greatness;

Sparrow is a clean-cut merchant seaman pursuing a

and for centuries the African continent has been

legitimate career as a first mate for the East India

called the Dark Continent, because Europe coveted

Trading Company. He sometimes thinks back to his

the honor of transmitting to the world, the Arts and

boyhood pirating days, but he doesn't miss Teague's

Sciences. It is indeed surprising how, for centuries,

scrutiny or the constant threat of the noose. Besides,

the Greeks have been praised by the Western

he doesn't have much choice—he broke the Code

World for intellectual accomplishments which

when he freed a friend who had been accused of

belong without a doubt to the Egyptians or the

rogue piracy, and he can no longer show his face in

peoples of North Africa.

Shipwreck Cove. When Jack's ship is attacked by

Singularity Sky Charles Stross 2004 In a world

pirates and his captain dies in the altercation, he

transformed by the Eschaton, a sentient artificial

suddenly finds himself in command.

intelligence, the colony of New Republic, founded

Sea of Ruin Pam Godwin 2020-04-28 "Beautiful,

by people who wanted no part of the technological

soul-shattering, and utterly delicious." ~ Ilsa

revolution, is threatened by an information plague

Madden-Mills, Wall Street Journal, New York

of advanced technology. Reprint.

Times, and USA Today bestselling author Bennett

Crossbones Kimberly Vale 2021-10-05 Never trust a

Sharp is on the run. Wanted for piracy, she fears

pirate. The Blood Bell tolls, marking the death of

neither God nor death nor man. Except Priest

the pirate king and the start of the Trials—a heart-

Farrell. The unfaithful, stormy-eyed libertine hunts

stopping competition where the reward is the Bone

her with terrifying possessiveness. Nothing will

Crown. Only one contender can claim the coveted

stop him from coming for her. Not his unforgivable

island throne; each will gamble life and limb to win.

betrayal. Not when she's captured by the ice-cold

Captain. Sister. Maiden. Csilla Abado yearns to prove

pirate hunter, Lord Ashley Cutler. She must escape

her strength to the seasoned pirates who balk at her

Ashley's prison and Priest's deceit. But can she walk

youth and to her elder sister who has always craved

away from their twisted desires? Two gorgeous

Csilla’s captainship. She will risk everything to

captains stand on opposite sides of the law. When

become the first pirate queen, no matter the cost.

they collide in a battle to protect her, the lines blur

Dealer. Son. Legacy. Kane Blackwater wants to

between enemies and lovers. Passion heats, secrets

leave behind the dirty gold and shady trades he’s

unravel, and hearts entangle until they break. Can

made to keep his father’s ship, the Iron Jewel, alive.

love prevail in the sea of ruin? Contains: pirates,

The Trials represent a new beginning—yet rumors

Caribbean, British literature, dark historical

of a secret heir are swirling, threatening his hopes

romance, American colonies, American history,

of becoming the pirate king. Stowaway. Daughter.

Golden Age of Piracy, action and adventure, alpha

Storm. Lorelei Penny longs for nothing more than

male, anti-hero, dark romance

to avenge her mother’s death. Stowing away on the

Library Journal Melvil Dewey 2007 Includes,

Iron Jewel was supposed to get her closer to the

beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each

killer, but instead she finds herself caught up in the

month, Sept.-May) a special section: School library

deadly battle where loyalty and desire collide.

journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries,

Csilla. Kane. Lorelei. Each on a mission. The sea,

1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.

however, has other plans. Dark tides are rising, and

A Complicated Legacy Robert H. Stucky 2014-05-23

if they aren’t careful, they’ll surely drown.

If movies and books like Belle, Twelve Years a
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Slave, The Butler, The Help, A Time to Kill, and

Kayton Homes housing projects in Savannah, the

Amistad have moved you, you'll love A

eleventh of twelve children. His dad was a World

Complicated Legacy, a novel by Baltimore writer

War II veteran, and as a teenager his mom picked

Robert H. Stucky based on the true story of Elijah

tobacco and cotton in rural Georgia. Both were

Willis, a white South Carolina planter, and Amy-

Pentecostal preachers. After graduating from

the love of his life, the mother of his children, and

Morehouse College, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s

his slave. Taking place in the decade leading up to

alma mater, Senator Warnock studied for a decade at

the Civil War, it is written with a cinematic eye for

Union Theological Seminary while serving at

atmosphere and setting, a linguist's ear for dialogue,

Harlem’s Abyssinian Baptist Church. At thirty-five,

and a historian's grasp of the powerful social forces

he became the senior pastor at Ebenezer, where Dr.

and momentous events of the time. It is a riveting

King had preached and served. In January 2021,

tale of personal transformation in facing the tide of

Senator Warnock won a runoff election that flipped

sweeping social change. Elijah Willis fought family

control of the Senate at one of the most pivotal

opposition, public opinion, and the law to free his

moments in recent American history. He is the first

family of choice and leave them his entire

Black senator from Georgia, only the eleventh

inheritance. In so doing, his and Amy's story

Black senator in American history, and just the

becomes a microcosm of the human struggles that

second Black senator from the South since

made the Civil War and the Abolition of Slavery

Reconstruction. As he said in his maiden speech

both necessary and inevitable. Set in rural South

from the well of the senate, Senator Warnock’s

Carolina, Baltimore, and Cincinnati, this vivid saga

improbable journey reflects the ongoing toggle

weaves history and humanity in a compelling

between the pain and promise of the American

testimony to the power of relationships to shape our

story. A powerful preacher and a leading voice for

destinies, even a century and a half later.

voting rights and democracy, Senator Warnock has

A Way Out of No Way Raphael G. Warnock

a once-in-a-generation gift to inspire and lead us

2022-06-14 On the heels of his historic election to

forward. A Way Out of No Way tells his

the United States Senate, Raphael G. Warnock

remarkable story for the first time.

shares his remarkable spiritual and personal

Charles Towne Belles Trilogy M. L. Tyndall

journey. “Sparkling… a narrative of an extraordinary

2010-11-01 Enjoy the acclaimed Charles Towne

life, from impoverished beginnings in Savannah to

Belles series in one volume as you follow the three

his arrival on Capitol Hill. Along the way, he

Westcott sisters' adventures in finding love on land

reflects with considerable candor and insight on the

and sea.

meaning and importance of faith, truth-telling and

The Restitution M. L. Tyndall 2014-08-14 Lady

political and social redemption.”—The New York

Isabel Ashton longs to marry a nobleman and live

Times Book Review “A compelling, insightful

out her days in the wealth and privilege she is

memoir that details an extraordinary journey.”

accustomed to as the daughter of an earl. But her

—Bryan Stevenson Senator Reverend Raphael G.

plans went awry when she was kidnapped and

Warnock occupies a singular place in American life.

ravished by a notorious pirate captain. Scorned by

As senior pastor of Atlanta’s Ebenezer Baptist

society and banished by her family to live on the

Church, and now as a senator from Georgia, he is

island of Jamaica, Isabel decides to keep her baby.

the rare voice who can call out the uncomfortable

But then her precious child is kidnapped. Desperate

truths that shape contemporary American life and,

to find him, Isabel soon discovers she must accept

at a time of division, summon us all to a higher

the help of the one man she hates most in the

moral ground. Senator Warnock grew up in the

world-the boy's father.
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Under the Black Ensign L. Ron Hubbard 2008-09-08

adrift to die. She did not expect-or even want-to be

Long before Captain Jack Sparrow raised hell with

rescued. Especially not by the dashing blasted pirate

the Pirates of the Caribbean, Tom Bristol sailed to

now calling himself her husband. He is the King of

hell and back Under the Black Ensign. That’s

Pirates His oath satisfied and his Legacy secured,

where the real adventure begins. Bristol’s had

Cazien vows vengeance on all who harmed Erielle.

plenty of bad luck in his life. Press-ganged into

But before he can hunt them down, a strange

serving aboard a British vessel, he’s served under

visitor appears with an urgent message-a message

the threat of the cruel captain’s lash on his back.

that aligns with prophecy Erielle has written in her

Then, freed from his servitude by pirates, his good

sleep: The Seahorse Pirates must reach Nirista

fortune immediately takes a bad turn ... as the

before the famed Tournament of the Twelve . . . or

pirates accuse him of murder—and leave him to die

hundreds of stolen children will die. Together, they

on a deserted island. Now all he has left are a few

are relentless With the fate of many resting upon

drops of water, a gun, and just enough bullets to put

them, Cazien and Erielle sail to Nirista. Once there,

himself out of his misery. But Bristol’s luck is about

they are forced to follow separate paths to achieve

to change. Finding himself in the unexpected

their aims. Treacheries are uncovered and allies are

company of a fiery woman and a crafty crew, he

gained, but in the shadows, a hidden foe plots a

unsheathes his sword, raises a pirate flag of his own,

grievous betrayal that could shatter not only their

and sets off to make love and war on the open seas.

hope, but the Seahorse Legacy itself. The epic

“A riveting tale of sailing ships, piracy and the high

conclusion of this series-within-a series, The

seas.” —Midwest Book Review * A National Indie

Sunken Realm sweeps Erielle and Cazien along a

Excellence Award Winner

pulse-pounding voyage to discover all they are

The Sunken Realm Serena Chase 2015-09-29 She is

meant to become, together. Giving subtle nods to

an outcast among knightsHer reputation in ruins,

several fairy tales, including an unexpected twist to

her knighthood revoked, and her future bleak,

the story of The Twelve Dancing Princesses, this

Erielle de Gladiel would have welcomed death as

romantic YA pirate adventure is the final novel in

her due. Captured by pirates, she was beaten,

the Eyes of E'veria series . . . but the Seahorse

whipped, branded a thief-and worse-and then set

Pirates and their friends in E'veria may yet have
stories to tell.
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